When governments apply high tax rates targeted at natural resource rent, there must be generous deductions in order to avoid investment disincentives. How generous is disputed.
Introduction
During the last forty years, the field of investment decisions has developed rapidly, both theoretically and practically. The adoption in industry of new tools does not happen simultaneously everywhere. The heterogeneity of practices is well documented. This is also true for the petroleum industry.
When governments want to collect parts of the resource rent through taxation, it is useful to be able to predict the investment and production responses of companies. Academic economists have developed theories of taxation of firms, and of resource extraction in particular, to make these predictions. These theories rely on the assumption that the efficient firms either undertake complex value-maximizing calculations prior to making investment and production decisions, or behave "as if" they do. A particular topic that has been disputed is how generous deductions need to be in a rent tax system in order for the rent tax not to create investment and production distortions for these firms.
An article by Osmundsen et al. (2015) in a special issue of this journal devoted to Morris Adelman discusses actual oil company treatment of deductions, with harsh criticism of petroleum taxation in Norway. This article presents a different view. 1 The academic view is that firms correctly price the incentives to invest given to them by governments. Particular attention has been paid to depreciation allowances that represent risk-free income for the firm (Summers, 1987; Fane, 1987) . Norway has gone to great lengths to reduce the risk connected to future tax deductions in the petroleum tax system, including surety of deduction carry-forwards. On this background the authorities assume that companies value tax deductions as if they are risk free. A review of the literature shows that practices in firms are more heterogeneous than suggested by Osmundsen et al. (2015) , and that some firms report the valuation of low risk depreciation streams in line with academic predictions. This contributes to explaining why numerous academic articles, as well as reports on tax reform,
give taxation policy recommendations that are at odds with those of Osmundsen et al. (2015) . Osmunden et al. (2015) seem confounded that standard academic theory can suggest that firms use different discount rates for different cash flow streams, and refer repeatedly to the idea that companies discount only net cash flows based on some overall project or firm discount rate. Standard theory suggests superposition, also known as value additivity: cash 1 Many of the arguments have appeared in the Norwegian language in the journal Samfunnsøkonomen (Osmundsen and Johnsen, 2013; Lund, 2013 , and references therein).
flows have the same value to the firm no matter how they are aggregated. The positive effect from a guaranteed depreciation allowance can therefore be valued by discounting it at the riskless rate and adding it to the present value of the other cash flows. Or, as Osmundsen et al. (2015) admit, firms may instead discount net after-tax cash flows at an opportunity cost of capital that "reflects the average risk of the resulting aggregate" (p.196) , including the risk effects of the tax deductions. In Section 4 we present a simple model of investment decisions under uncertainty and taxation that illustrates how firms would make decisions in line with standard theory applied in this way.
The essential question is not, as suggested by Osmundsen et al. (2015) , whether firms apply one discount rate to net after-tax expected aggregate cash flows or use different discount rates for different cash flow elements that differ in risk. Superposition implies that both approaches yield the same valuation and investment behavior. The question is the extent to which firms price fiscal policy risk into their investment decisions, and whether they get either approach to valuing such risk approximately correct. Osmundsen et al. (2015) assume that firms calculate a project's after-tax beta from an average of stock market returns, that beta having nothing to do with a presumption of a riskless or even slightly risky deduction scheme.
Our model shows a reasonable approximation of how the firm may arrive at the appropriate endogenous after-tax cost of capital using this second approach, be the deduction scheme riskless or risky. We conclude that the appropriate concern is not, therefore, over firm practice, but over the factual evidence as to the riskiness of the deduction scheme in Norway.
Section 2 describes the Norwegian petroleum tax system and the political risk connected to it. Section 3 reviews the literature. Section 4 presents the model. Section 5 gives our discussion and interpretation of the model. Section 6 concludes.
Norwegian petroleum tax and risk
Our main topics are, which methods to use in evaluation of investment projects under taxation and risk, and some results on effects of taxation. This section will nevertheless provide some details about petroleum taxes in Norway and the related political risk. This is useful since we comment on a previous article that is applied to Norwegian petroleum, but also as an example to make our points more concrete. However, the following sections can be read without a comprehensive understanding of the details. More background is found in Lund (2002a Lund ( , 2014b Lund ( , 2018 .
Since 1992 the main features of the tax system have been unchanged from the viewpoint of a company which is never out of tax position. The system consists of a corporate income tax (CIT) and a special petroleum tax (SPT). There is no gross taxation, royalty, or similar. None of the two taxes is deductible in the other, so the total marginal rate is the sum of the two rates, constant at 78 percent since 1992. Today the rates are 23 percent and 55 percent, while they were 28 percent and 50 percent during 1992 -2012. The CIT has a depreciation allowance, linear for six years, which is generally regarded as a bit too generous compared with true economic depreciation in the average project. 2 Interest expenses are deductible. Exploration costs can be expensed, i.e., deducted when they are incurred.
The SPT has the same base with two exceptions. There is an extra deduction, the "friinntekt," translated into English as an "uplift." This is like an extra depreciation allowance, currently of 21.2 percent, i.e., 5.3 percent of investment deductible for four years. The intention is that the CIT should tax the normal and supranormal return to capital, while the SPT should only tax the supranormal return, the rent. The other exception is targeted at thin capitalization and was introduced in 2007. The interest deduction in the SPT is limited to interest expenses on debt equal to 50 percent of the remaining value of capital after tax depreciation, reduced linearly to zero in six years. Apart from this limitation, the features described above were unchanged from 1992 -2012. As a response to a gradual lowering of the CIT for other sectors in Norway from 23 to 28 percent during 2013 -2018, the SPT rate was increased to keep the sum constant. The uplift was adjusted down from 30 to 22 percent in 2013, then lowered somewhat in 2016 and again in 2017.
There have been three other changes that only affect companies out of tax position.
Since 2002 there has been loss carry-forward with interest accumulation, in order to preserve the present value of tax deductions for the companies. Since 2005 a company which has exploration costs and is out of tax position will get the tax value of the costs refunded, like a negative tax. Furthermore, a company which closes down its operations without being able to deduct losses carried forward will get the tax value of these losses refunded. In a world context these three provisions are quite unusual, although Alaska had a refund for eventual losses during some years (Bradner, 2016 (Bradner, , 2017 . In the jargon of tax economists, the three provisions will create perfect loss offset as long as they are not changed by the authorities. For this reason, the Ministry of Finance of Norway calculates the value of future tax deductions 2 There is also no inflation adjustment of depreciation allowances, also lacking in most other tax systems.
based on the presumption that firms value the deductions as a riskless revenue stream (Ministry of Finance, 2012; Jensen, 2017) .
It may be useful to compare the system with rent tax systems that are known from the literature. The Resource Rent Tax (RRT) of Garnaut and Clunies Ross (1975) is different in that it is cash flow based, i.e., investments are expensed like operating costs. The Norwegian SPT is more like the Allowance for Corporate Capital (ACC) system (Boadway and Bruce, 1984) . In addition to depreciation allowances, there is an extra deduction, the uplift, to protect the "normal" rate of return from the SPT. The uplift is proportional to investment, not only to the equity financed part, which is the case in the better-known Allowance for Corporate Equity (ACE) system (IFS, 1991; OECD, 2007) . But the SPT uplift is a fixed, constant percentage of investment for four years. This differs from the ACC allowance, which each year typically is based on a market interest rate, which may vary over time. Moreover the ACC allowance is proportional to the remaining value of investment after tax depreciation, falling over time, and is thus theoretically just what is needed to protect the normal return from the tax. The SPT uplift is a simplified approximation to this. Since the SPT does not conform exactly to any of the systems known from theory, and since depreciation and interest deductions also differ from theoretical prescriptions, one needs to calculate the present value of deductions in order to evaluate whether the CIT-cum-SPT system gives incentives or disincentives for investment (see Lund, 2018) .
When the SPT uplift rate was held fixed for 20 years, its present value at a (time varying) market interest rate was not constant. This may have been one reason for the decision to decrease the uplift rate in 2013, since market rates had been decreasing. However, that problem is avoided in the rule for the rate used to accumulate interest on losses carried forward. This is tied to each year's market interest rate. The authorities claimed that the change in 2013 was necessary to avoid overinvestment. Lund (2018) finds that it gave such incentives if companies applied a nominal discount rate below 7.6 percent for the tax deductions, while after the change, this upper limit was reduced to 5.9 percent. 3 Risk free interest rates have been lower than this, so a substantial risk premium must be added in the discount rate if there should be disincentive effects of the tax system.
The stability of the system for many years has been noted by many. Osmundsen (2010) writes that the system has been "entirely stable in recent years" as a result of a policy of "absolute commitment" (2010, pp. 437, 441) . The IMF (2012, p. 24) observes that the system is "noted for its stability." There may nevertheless be some political risk, and the value of future deductions will depend on their expected values and their risk. This appears in our model in Section 4. An objective probability distribution does not exist. The reduction in the uplift rate in 2013 is the only major unanticipated change to the companies' disadvantage during 1992 -2018. One must assume that this event has led Osmundsen to reevaluate the stability of the system, cf. the quote above compared with Osmundsen et al. (2015) .
The political risk of further reductions in tax deductions should not be exaggerated.
But as long as parliament is free to change future taxes, it cannot be avoided completely. current is not easy to judge, either. Since 2015 the tax value of the uplift rate has been kept constant through the rate changes (Lund, 2018) . Our view is thus that relevant political risk is minor, especially for deductions as they apply to current licensees in tax position.
Previous literature
The current debate concerns the basic question of valuation of risky cash flows, a question that is not particular to this industry. As Myers (1984) notes, the opportunity cost of funds depends on the use of funds, not the source. Firms' investment opportunities compete with the securities shareholders can buy. We should therefore use an evaluation model which best explains the value and risks of these competing securities. "Any time a firm sets a hurdle rate based on capital market evidence, and uses a DCF formula, it must implicitly rely on the logic I have sketched" (Myers, 1984, p. 128) . Textbooks (e.g., Ross et al.,2010) (Sharpe, 1964; Lintner, 1965; Mossin, 1966) to determine the adjustment for risk, i.e., the relevant risk is a function of the covariance of the project's cash flow returns with the market portfolio.
The difference between FTE and WACC has to do with debt financing, which has not been a topic in the current debate. The difference between the APV method (Myers, 1974) and the WACC method is that the latter applies one discount rate to the net after-tax cash flows, while the former, relying on value additivity, splits the cash flows into different elements with different degrees of risk. While the focus originally was on the risk of debt tax shields, Lessard (1979) recommends also to separate out depreciation tax shields. The suggestion has been taken up by some oil industry consultants (e.g., de Souza, 2014). When different projects have different ratios of expected revenues to expected operating costs (known as different operating leverage), it will likewise be useful to distinguish between the risk of revenues and the risk of operating costs. This has been done for petroleum in Salahor (1998) , Alaouze (2002, 2003) , and Emhjellen and Osmundsen (2011) , among others. More generally, value additivity allows the pricing of each individual cash flow stream according to its specific risk, as emphasized in the real options treatment of valuation (Laughton 1998; Samis et al., 2006) .
Of concern in Norway, and elsewhere, are operational methods for authorities attempting to capture natural resource rent through taxation without inducing distortion in investment or extraction decisions. As a theoretical reference point, we define a pure cash flow tax as a proportional tax on non-financial cash flows, with payout of negative taxes in years with negative cash flows (Brown, 1948) . In the public economics literature this is seen as an ideal, non-distortionary tax, but impracticable. Instead, investments, or negative cash flows, can be deducted in the tax bases in future years in most tax systems. The idea that some future tax deductions can be seen as low-risk elements of after-tax net cash flows is found in Fane (1987) and Summers (1987) . The first is an extension to uncertainty of the neutrality result of Boadway and Bruce (1984) . The 1984 paper shows that a corporate income tax with a form of uplift in addition to depreciation deductions will, when firms make decisions in accordance with financial theory, not affect investment decisions when the present value of investment-related deductions is equal to investment. Fane (1987) shows that this theory holds under revenue uncertainty when the risk-free interest rate is applied, provided that the deductions will be earned sooner or later with full certainty as is the current system in Norway. Moreover, the tax rate must be constant with certainty. If it is not certain the stream of deductions becomes risky.
By now, there is a substantial academic literature on the ACC, the ACE and related systems (cf. Section 2) (see, e.g., Radulescu and Stimmelmayr, 2007, de Mooij and Devereux, 2011 , and references therein). They have also been discussed in policy oriented reports, e.g., OECD (2007) , and the ACE was recommended for Britain by the Mirrlees Review (Mirrlees et al., 2011) . Summers (1987) regards depreciation deductions in the U.S. as essentially risk free, i.e., they add a risk-free amount to after-tax cash flows. They should thus be discounted at the risk-free interest rate. However, his survey of 200 large firms in 1985 shows that they do not discount them separately. Thus they are unable to give a reasonable treatment of projects that differ from the average, due to, e.g., unusually high taxes with high, low-risk deductions. Summers (1987) recommends that the tax system should give deductions earlier in order to counteract this tendency of misvaluation. Osmundsen at al. (2015) are particularly persuaded by Summers' analysis. But company investment decision making has changed markedly over time (Ryan and Ryan, 2002) , and surveys show a wide range of stated practices (Graham and Harvey, 2001; Brounen et al., 2004; Baker et al., 2011; Horn et al., 2015) . In a 2006 survey of Canadian companies, 36% have used APV (Baker et al., 2011) . Of particular relevance, in a 2003 survey up to 10% of European companies state that they use a separate discount rate for depreciation allowances when evaluating a new project (Brounen at al., 2004) . Graham and Harvey (2001) report similar results for US companies. Between 25% and 50% of firms in these surveys report instead always or almost always using an overall net cash flow discount rate that matches the risk of the project under consideration rather than a corporate cost of capital. It is very possible that such risk-matching includes the effect of a particular depreciation allowance rule.
Energy companies are amongst the most sophisticated firms in these surveys, and many firms report using APV. Certain major firms in the oil industry have taken up both the flexibility and superposition emphases of real options with enthusiasm (Bailey et al., 2003) .
And one must remember that firms may make decisions that go beyond the recommendations from the economic analysis; consulting industry participants have noted that some firms in the industry "instinctively or intuitively view their investment opportunities as real options" (Leslie and Michaels, 1997) , and recent empirical studies indicate that mining and oil and gas firm decision making is de facto more in line with real options theory, inclusive of its use of superposition, than with traditional DCF methods (Harchaoui and Lassere, 2001; Moel and Tufano, 2002; Muehlenbachs, 2015) . In any event, while the exogenous discount rate evaluation practice that Osmundsen et al. (2015) suggest firms use is a frequently cited approach in these surveys, there are many companies in the surveys that state that they follow the approach presumed by academics and taxation authorities. Osmundsen et al. (2015) advocate tax neutrality under the assumption of an industry-wide discount rate to be applied to all elements of cash flows. The impracticality of this proposal, reminiscent of a proposal by Garnaut and Clunies Ross (1975) , has also been noted. In the literature on taxation of natural resource rent, a seminal article by Garnaut and Clunies Ross (1975) suggests the Resource Rent Tax (RRT) system. This has some of the properties of a neutral tax defined by Fane (1987) . The tax is cash-flow based (i.e., allows immediate expensing). In a year with negative net cash flow, this should be carried forward with interest accumulation for deduction the next year, or possibly later years. But Garnaut and Clunies Ross (1975) do not suggest any eventual payout if a firm closes down before effectively deducting the negative balance. Thus, deductions will be risky. To compensate, they suggest the use of a carry-forward interest rate equal to the firm's cost of capital. In light of how they see firms discounting cash flows, Osmundsen et al. (2015) make the same argument for Norway. Several authors (Dowell, 1978; Mayo, 1979; Ball and Bowers, 1983; Smith, 1999) have pointed out the insufficiency of this arrangement. Neutrality would require that firms' valuation of a risky deduction equals the original outlay, in present value terms.
But with imperfect loss offset, the risk will vary from project to project, and a suitable interest rate is hard to find. Summers (1987, p. 298 ) makes a similar point for business taxation in general, that a correct discount rate to reflect "average degree of riskiness" will vary with circumstances, and with the tax system in particular. By this same line of reasoning, if the deductions can be made riskless, the interest rate should be the riskless rate. It is exactly this realization that has motivated Norwegian authorities to go to great lengths to make deductions risk free.
Osmundsen et al. (2015) consider risk-free tax deductions as a purely theoretical concept, of no practical interest. Citing Fane (1987) , they state that "This article concludes that, if the companies can be sure of receiving the deductions, they will be able to calculate their NPV at an interest-free rate. Taking a completely overarching approach to public sector economics, the article actually says nothing about the practical shaping of uplift" (p. 199; the "interest-free rate" is presumably a risk-free rate). Uplift must instead be based on company practice, which apparently does not and cannot undertake valuation using superposition because one cannot know the riskiness, and thus the appropriate discount rate, for the residual cash flow stream once the depreciation flows are removed and valued. Since companies effectively discount all risky cash flows at the same rate, taken from marketed assets with a level of risk reflecting the average project, and given that tax deductions, even though less risky than net cash flows, are still risky, the rate of uplift must reflect the firm's discount rate if it is not to distort investment decisions. The attempt by Norwegian authorities to make deductions risk free is then a futile attempt to operationalize a theoretical result.
But the existing literature conveys a different view. For instance, OECD (2007) writes, "Bond and Devereux (1995) have argued that the imputed return should not include a risk premium if the corporation considers the ACE to be a 'safe' cash flow such that its gain is not lost or reduced in present value terms. This requires that the government offers a full loss carry-forward, which increases with the interest rate for the time delay, if profits are too low to claim the entire tax deduction. The expected value of the ACE would decrease if such a loss carry-forward would not be provided, which might reduce the neutrality characteristics of the ACE tax system" (p. 127), without any denouncement from the OECD of the practicality of these ideas.
Similarly, in discussions of the RRT system, the IMF (2012) states that "As originally designed by Garnaut and Clunies Ross (1975) the uplift rate is set at the minimum required rate of return for the investor; this choice is now widely questioned" (p. 20). Furthermore, "The benchmark result on this issue is that if deferred tax benefits are certain to be ultimately received by the taxpayer (including, if necessary, as payments from the government), then carry forward of unrealized benefits at a risk-free rate is in principle appropriate (Fane, 1987; Bond and Devereux, 1995 and . Where there is doubt as to the government's commitment to provide these benefits, risk-adjustment for that possibility-which, importantly, does not mean adjusting for the riskiness of companies' own cash flows-is appropriate" (p. 48).
Boadway and Keen (2010) with interest accumulation at the risk-free rate, as a practical matter given its assumption that firms accordingly discount these accumulations at the risk-free rate.
Among the academic sources, Lessard (1979) gives a lucid discussion: "Technically, the depreciation tax shields are subject only to the risk that the firm cannot make use of them.
This may be serious in certain cases, but in general if the firm cannot take the deductions directly, it can carry them forward or backward in time or, in the ultimate case, transfer them to another firm through merger. Roughly speaking, then, [the discount rate for expected depreciation tax shields] will involve only a small risk premium and can be approximated by the interest rate on the firm's debt in the currency in question (p. 590)." This is related to business taxation in general, without any refund arrangement, and with no interest accumulation when deductions are carried forward in time.
In the end, it is important to disentagle the two points raised by Osmundsen et al. (2015) , to note how this compares with current concerns in the literature we have cited above, and to clarify the challenges that their points create for tax policy. The first is whether oil firms in Norway identify deductions for capital expenses as approximately riskless or of lower risk than other cash flow streams. The second is whether, if they did, they would nevertheless value them using an exogenous net cash flow discount rate that does not take such risk-reduction into account.
On point one, Osmundsen et al. (2015) agree with the literature in proposing that firms do identify Norwegian tax deductions to be of lower risk than other revenue streams. They then, contrary to the literature and contrary to their own suggestion that a project's discount rate reflects the average risk of that project's cash flow elements as adjudicated by comparable marketed securities (those of firms heavily invested in Norwegian oil and gas), seem to argue that this is immaterial to firms since they cannot value the decrease in risk the same way the government is said to do so; separating and valuing cash flow items in an APV approach is impossible due to a lack of market information as to how to discount those separate cash flow tranches. Given this, firms effectively discount each cash flow item, including near-riskless depreciation allowances, at a market discount rate that is exogenous to the project, their point two.
7 But as we have stated, if the discount rate is the "correct" or required discount rate that takes into account the risk-reducing effects of taxes on net cash flows, as would be the case when the discount rate is taken from comparable marketed securities, the two approaches will yield the same investment decision. Osmundsen et al. (2015) fail to see that a firm's not following the APV method of valuation assumed by the Norwegian government does not necessarily mean that they will underinvest in Norwegian oil and gas opportunities.
Furthermore, if firms think and act as theoretical finance models suggest they should, whether discounting the project's after-tax net cash flows at the correct rate or discounting each cash flow item at its correct rate, offering an uplift rate adjusted to the firm's discount rate, as Osmundsen et al. (2015) suggest, can turn a negative before-tax value into a positive after-tax value. Sub-marginal projects will be undertaken under subsidy from the Norwegian government. This pits Norway in a race to the bottom for investment.
As Lund (2014a) notes, despite the advent of APV (and of superposition more generally), it is still of interest to think about the correct rate of discount for project net after-tax cash flows such that one might know how to approximate it from observed market rates of return. To further disentangle these issues, in the next section we produce a model of net cash flow valuation under either certain or risky depreciation allowances.
The model
This section presents a simple model for the required expected return in a net after-tax cash flow and shows how that return is affected by the specifics of the tax system. In the next section we contrast the approach with that presented in Osmundsen et al. (2015) , and we discuss consequences for tax design.
The focus on effects of tax systems is particularly relevant when tax rates are high and deductions substantial, as is recommended for rent taxes (IMF, 2012, p. 6) . Standard textbooks (e.g., Brealey et al. (2011) , Ch. 9) make it clear that risk adjustments in discount rates should be based on the characteristics of each project. Adelman's "general suspicions regarding the effect of taxation on petroleum supply" are the motivation for Osmundsen et al.'s (2015) paper (p. 196) . But in his paper on discount rates used by oil companies and nations, Adelman (1986) supports the textbook argument, admonishing that "To speak of 'the rate' of discount is of course to oversimplify" (p. 310). "Risk, unlike beauty, is not in the eye of the beholder; like the mountain, it is simply there. The greater the risk, the lower the present value of a given flow" (p. 313). We show why it is reasonable that the adjustment to the discount rate for project risk take into account the tax system that applies to the project.
The model extends Section 4 of Lund (2014a) to allow for tax deductions that may be subject to political risk. It is very stylized, but sufficient to demonstrate some substantial effects. There is only one future period, only equity financing of the firm, no general inflation, and a very simple tax system. There is only one project under consideration, and tax distortions impact the level of continuous investment, rather than the location of discrete investments. The possibilities of handling more complicated models will be discussed further down. We recognize that petroleum activity may have positive or negative externalities that are not correctly priced by taxes or subsidies or otherwise corrected for. We believe that such problems will be best handled by targeted policies, and leave them out of the current discussion. In the following we also disregard the problem of transfer pricing (or base erosion and profit shifting, BEPS) (Lund, 2002b) When changes in tax rates or deductions are considered below, these are assumed not to affect the capital market equilibrium. This will be a good approximation for a tax that only applies to a sector that is small in relation to the capital market.
A consequence of the CAPM is that the claim to any uncertain aggregate cash flow X , to be received in period 1, has a period 0 value of (Constantinides, 1978) . Its appropriate discount rate is the risk-free rate.
This defines a valuation function V to be applied below. V satisfies value additivity, i.e.,
when , a b are non-stochastic.
To discount the expected value of a future risky net cash flow X from a given project, a risk-adjusted discount rate can be used, based on its beta value,
In year 0 the firm irreversibly invests an endogenous, optimal amount > 0 I in a project. In year 1 the project produces a quantity Q to be sold at an uncertain net price P .
There is a production function with decreasing returns to scale,
. There is no production flexibility; Q is fixed after the project is initiated.
There is no salvage value in period 1.
A tax at a certain rate [0,1) ∈ τ will be paid in year 1. The tax base is cI PQ − , where 0 c > is a possibly uncertain deduction rate.
9 A pure rent tax would set ( ) 1 V c = . For now, we assume the tax ) ( cI PQ − τ is being paid even when negative, i.e., a negative tax base 8 The appropriate riskless rate may be an after-tax risk-free rate that takes into consideration tax deductions on interest (Ruback, 1986) . See footnote 10 of Lund (2014a) and references therein.
9 One simple way to model this is that could have two outcomes, some statutory deduction rate or zero. That is, there would be a chance that deductions were cancelled altogether. But, more realistically, deduction rates can be reduced (not to zero) or increased in the future, as actually happened in Norway (Lund 2018 ). This uncertainty in future deduction rates is a major concern in Osmundsen et al. (2015) .
gives a refund. This is unrealistic for most tax systems when the project stands alone, but often a good approximation when a project is added to other activity within the firm that is more profitable and only weakly correlated with it. We come back to an alternative assumption.
The cash flow to equity in period 1 is = ( ) ( ( ) ) = ( )(1 ) ,
with , P c as the possibly risky elements. From Eq. (2), the market value of a claim to this cash flow is
The firm chooses the optimal * I to maximize
, with first-order condition,
In the Appendix we show that, when this is combined with the production function, the beta of the after-tax cash flow X will be a weighted average of the betas of the two risky elements, P and c ,
where v is the returns to scale parameter in the production function. Equation (7) emphasizes that the appropriate "theoretical" cash flow discount rate for an optimized project is endogenous to the tax rate, τ, and to the riskiness of deductions for that project, which determines V(c). More to the point of the current discussion regarding the impact of taxation on investment the Appendix shows that the relevant risk adjustment for choosing the optimal scale of investment is based on a marginal beta, which is the limit of Eq. (7) as
the Xm subscript indicating a marginal X β . The marginal beta is again a weighted average of the betas of the two risky elements, P and c . While Eq. (7) characterizes the systematic risk of the project as a whole at optimal scale, the simpler Eq. (8) will be the relevant basis for delegation within the firm, to obtain the value-maximizing level of investment. This marginal beta can be thought of as the beta of a marginal project, i.e., the difference between the optimally sized project and a marginally smaller project. 10 As with Eq. (7), Eq. (8) reveals that the appropriate discount rate for optimization is endogenous to the tax rate and to the riskiness of tax deductions for the project being evaluated. Osmundsen et al. (2015) recognize that when making investment decisions oil and gas firms will look to similar marketed assets for the appropriate discount rate. But such marketed assets may not reflect taxes similar to that of a specific project being evaluated. Our model suggests an implementation of this approach when tax systems vary widely. The operating cash flows for an oil and gas project, apart from taxation, are more or less the same everywhere. Strictly speaking this is not true, but a simplification. One should be able to find a reasonable market beta for these. In this simple model, this is P β . The particular tax system makes the difference here between P β , X β , and Xm β , as shown in Eqs. (7) and (8). If firms instead wish to directly select a discount rate that applies to after-tax cash flows, X β , and Xm β , the marketed assets must be from firms that are subject to a similar tax structure as that of the project.
When the latter approach is used, an example can illustrate the quantitative importance of selecting discount rates from firms that are subject to a similar tax structure as that of the project. For simplicity we index after-tax beta from markets with a different tax structure, there may be under-or over-investment. In the face of a riskless deduction, though, the valuation problem becomes how many drill platforms to install at a given field. At issue when looking at investment lost due to taxation rules is investment in the marginal platform.
easier than applying this derived beta of 0.22 to the aggregate cash flows because one can simply replace the net revenue stream with its certainty equivalent based on the market-based 1 = P β (see Eq. (2)) and then discount it and the depreciation allowance at the riskless rate to find a present value. This is the fundamentally correct APV approach that Osmundsen et al. (2015) eschew, but that some firms report using in investment analysis.
The analysis does not become substantially more difficult when there is risk in the tax cash flows, as argued by Osmundsen et al. (2015) : "Tax carry-forwards can be perceived as a low-risk loan from the companies to the government" (Osmundsen et al., 2015, p. 205) . To examine this situation, we assume 0.3 c β = , perhaps because there is a chance that the government will reduce some deduction in the future and given the assumption that such actions will be positively correlated with market movements, and 0.9 = ) (c V because of the positive beta and/or somewhat low expected deductions given this beta. With the tax rate of 0.78, the result from Eq. (8) The reason for the substantial effects of taxes in reducing the pre-tax cash flow beta, even when the deductions are considered to be risky, is the fact that "the value of the tax deductions make up the [larger] share of the present value for normal projects." This is actually a quote (our translation) from Osmundsen and Johnsen (2013) , p. 17, so there seems to be no disagreement here. The model in the Appendix shows that the relevant project is the marginal project, for which the value of the tax deductions will make up an even larger share than in a normal, more profitable project, and hence result in the lower (marginal) project beta, 0.51 in our example, than the average project beta (0.62 in our example).
Looking for similar results for many periods and/or more complicated taxes and/or partly debt-financed firms, one will soon encounter problems that cannot be solved analytically. Jacoby and Laughton (1992) solve such problems with Monte Carlo simulations and are able to characterize average systematic risk in what they call Equivalent Constant Discount Rate. If this is done for a marginal project, the marginal beta can be calculated. It is possible, however, to derive some analytical results in cases where the tax system gives imperfect loss offset. Lund (2014a) looks at the extreme case of this, with no loss offset, i.e., no carry-forward of losses. The government's tax claim is similar to a call option, and option valuation can be applied. Even then, as in the more complicated model in Jacoby and Laughton (1992) , taxes typically reduce the systematic risk of after-tax cash flows compared with pre-tax cash flows, especially for marginal projects.
Discussion
The model presented in the previous section has a cash flow with two risky elements, P and c . It was assumed that the betas of these, 
11
The basis for taking X β as given seems to be that this is observable in the stock market. True enough, for a firm with traded shares, j β can be estimated. For the industry as a whole it is approximately 1.4 (Damodaran, 2017) . Nevertheless, standard textbooks state explicitly (e.g., Brealey et al., 2011, Ch. 10 ) that this beta should not be used in investment evaluation. The reason, consistent with Adelman's view, is that each project should be valued based on its own risk, X β , and not on the average of the portfolio of all projects owned by the firm. We agree, however, that it is useful to consider whether and how a required rate of 11 There is nothing unreasonable about the negative beta, as this is what is needed in their example to convert the negative risky cash flow, the risk coming from the after-tax income component with 0.11 P β = , into an even more negative present value once adjusted for the income risk. Complete APV analysis shows that in their example the riskless investment cash flow is discounted at the risk-free rate, the riskless depreciation cash flow is discounted at the risk-free rate, and the risky after-tax income stream is discounted at 4.69%, reflecting 0.11
The net cash flow beta is 0.83 X β = , being leveraged by the investment cash flow.
return can be derived from market data. Our model shows the way, suggesting that a cash flow beta is a more reasonable starting point.
At this point we may distinguish between several factors that may explain why Xm β is different from the beta of the firm's shares, or why ) ) ( ( r r E r m Xm − + β is different from the average rate of return on the shares. One well-known factor is difference in degree of debt financing ("leverage"). We don't see any disagreement on this. Then there is a question whether the firm's shares are observed over a long enough period, and whether they are representative of the industry. We would recommend using an average across many firms with similar activities. But the variety of tax systems applied in the petroleum sector raises a particular concern. We have shown in the previous section that tax systems may lead to substantial divergence between P β and X β , and that X β (and Xm β ) themselves are sensitive to differences in tax systems and are not likely to be approximated by an average j β even after adjustment for financial leverage.
12 This suggests either to use data for X β for firms that operate only under a tax system representative of the jurisdiction of the investment, or to set up a model like ours to attempt to quantify the effect of different tax systems. The latter is more realistic, since few firms operate in only one industry within only one country. Stock market data for such firms could be less representative for other reasons, and, in any case, very limited compared with data available for specific cash flow components like oil revenue.
The very simple model in Section 4 could be applied with different tax parameters in those countries where a firm has substantial operations. A weighted average of the betas for these should be consistent with the beta of the firm's shares. We have no illusions that such calculations easily will result in different required rates of returns to be applied in different countries, consistent with observed stock market data for each multinational firm. There are sufficiently many deviations between stock market data and economic activity that we cannot expect any perfect fit. However, it is unreasonable to recommend capital budgeting methods that do not take into account the strong tax effects that were shown in Section 4.
The substantial effects on after-tax betas of a rent tax with high rate and high deductions are, of course, different from effects of ordinary corporate income taxes. This explains why there is less attention to this mechanism in textbooks. Osmundsen et al. (2015, p. 196) quote the following paragraph from Brealey et al. (2008, p. 561): 12 Damodaran (2017) calculates an unleveraged average industry beta of 1.
Capital projects are normally valued by discounting the total after-tax cash flow they are expected to generate. Depreciation tax shields contribute to project cash flow, but they are not valued separately; they are just folded into project cash flows along with dozens, or hundreds, of other specific inflows and outflows.
The project's opportunity cost of capital reflects the average risk of the resulting aggregate.
This is a reasonable practice for firms operating under low tax rates, and in particular if they operate in only one jurisdiction. However, Osmundsen et al. (2015) omit the subsequent paragraph from Brealey et al. (2008, p. 561 ):
However, suppose we ask what depreciation tax shields are worth by themselves. For a firm that's sure to pay taxes, depreciation tax shields are a safe, nominal flow. Therefore, they should be discounted at the firm's after-tax borrowing rate.
Seen together, we believe the two quotes support the view that when tax deductions make up an unusually large fraction of future cash flows, there are good reasons for firms to consider whether these deductions contribute to reducing risk and to include such risk reductions in decision making.
The consequences for petroleum taxation are not immediate. Osmundsen et al. (2015) claim that each oil company bases its decisions on the use of one required rate of return (i.e., one discount rate), presumably applied across different jurisdictions without any adjustment for the systematic risk of tax deductions. They claim (p. 198 ) that the method which splits cash flows in different elements is "unusable in practice." They do not explicitly discuss whether the single discount rate applied to net cash flows should be adjusted for differences in tax systems, but the implication seems to be that this is also impracticable. Their suggestion for tax policy seems to be to rely on the required expected after-tax return reported by oil companies, and base the petroleum tax system on this, if needed. They also mention an alternative solution, to use pure cash flow taxation. We agree that this would solve the problem encountered in most existing rent tax systems, the need to protect the required return to equity, which is not immediately observable.
However, we cannot recommend to simply ask the taxpayers what are their required returns. We have also shown in Section 3 that there are strong indications that a number of oil companies have started to use more advanced decision methods. Competition between companies can lead those companies with lower costs to succeed. This is also true for companies applying lower costs of capital in their decision making. As is well known in the finance literature, efficient markets do not require that all investors behave rationally, only that some do. And, as we have pointed out, surveys report a substantial subset of companies using special discount rates for depreciation allowances. The divergence between this view and the view of Osmundsen et al. (2015) seems to be based partly on a difference over what decision criterion would maximize the values of firms. Since Osmundsen et al. (2015) take a given after-tax beta value from the stock market as their point of departure, and do not accept that there should be any adjustment for the different risks of different tax systems, they have not identified any need for companies to take this difference in risk into account. It is only natural, then, to base tax systems on the same constant discount rate applied everywhere. But they should recognize that this is at odds with Summers (1987) , instead of claiming that their approach is similar to his.
The criticism of the Ministry of Finance of Norway (Osmundsen et al., 2015, pp. 197-201, p. 204) disregards the fact that the Ministry follows recommendations from the OECD and the IMF. It would be appropriate to direct much of the same criticism against these organizations, the Mirrlees Review, and the numerous academic articles that support their viewpoints. It would be appropriate also to mention that the same issues are relevant for some of the most important current proposals for tax reform, based on the ACE system for business taxation in general, and on the RRT system for rent taxation. The abrupt reference to "this debate" (p. 199 and the final paragraph) suggests that there is a much larger debate, but only Fane (1987) and Summers (1987) are cited out of those that have somewhat different viewpoints. Curiously, Laughton (1998) appears in the reference list, but not in the main text.
Apart from this, there are some other weaknesses in Osmundsen et al.'s (2015) analysis. They claim (p. 205) that they apply principal-agent theory. This is reduced to a trivial point, however, since they claim there is no asymmetry of information in this case.
They believe the authorities have reliable information on the decision criteria of the oil companies. There is thus a sharp difference to the previous work of Osmundsen (1995) , who relies on an assumption of asymmetric information. We cannot see that the 1995 approach is immediately applicable, but we think the symmetric-information assumption is too simple. Oil companies world wide have a clear interest in overstating their required rates of return, in particular to tax authorities, since this is an argument for higher deductions, thus lower tax payments.
Another has to do with the IRR criterion, which is incorrectly applied. Osmundsen et al. (2015) state (p. 201) that "The starting point for tax design is neutrality-the internal rate of return is the same before and after tax." This is repeated in the middle of p. 204. It is a misleading definition of tax neutrality, even if we restrict attention to situations with full certainty. The definition they give on p. 196, based on NPV, is correct. True enough, a neutral tax will typically not affect the internal rate of return of a marginal project. That is, a project which has a net value of zero before the tax is applied, will also have a net value of zero after the tax, and the project is thus on the borderline between profitable and unprofitable. Under full certainty this means that the internal rates of return are the same before and after tax for in connection with tax neutrality. The authors agree (p. 197) with the basic insight that a pure cash flow tax is neutral. Clearly, in a pure cash flow tax system, when future investment costs are uncertain, the tax deductions for these costs are equally uncertain. This does not contradict neutrality. On the contrary, it is a condition for neutrality, see Boadway and Keen (2015, p. 108) . When the tax system instead allows deductions that are postponed, relative to the costs, this does not create any additional tax distortion. Our previous discussion applies to the deductions conditional on the costs that will be realized.
Conclusion
Adelman notes with respect to firm and nation oil and gas discount rates, "Their actions may reveal their preferences more accurately than could their words" (1986, p. 309) . The decision processes of multinational firms are not fully revealed to the public, nor to authorities, and probably never will be. While they use economic theory for guidance, there is no reason to believe that an exact (simple or complex) decision criterion is applied. In designing a petroleum tax system, the Ministry of Finance of Norway is largely in accordance with the advice of the IMF and the OECD. Tax deductions are carried forward with interest, and if an oil company closes down before earning the tax value of these, the balance is refunded. As long as current rules are unchanged, this means that deductions are risk free. Large refunds have been made and received public attention, but the system has survived changes of government between the political blocks, so the political risk connected to these deductions seems to be small. Much of the criticism from Osmundsen et al. (2015) is misplaced, not only in principle, but in practice.
Since firms behave differently and adopt new methods gradually, tax authorities cannot rely on all firms behaving according to one theory. Competition between firms can help so that firms adopting the more advanced theories will outperform other firms. There is no guarantee that this will work perfectly, but the alternative suggested is to rely on firms being stuck with outdated methods (-using one discount rate in all jurisdictions for all projects-) which are denounced by standard textbooks. Firms have an interest in exaggerating their required returns. If authorities base taxation on the claims that are put forward, there will be some cases of overinvestment, i.e., firms investing more, at the margin, than they would have done in the absence of rent taxation since such taxation turns into a subsidy. If authorities base taxation on the theories suggested here, some firms may not realize the potential values, and there may be underinvestment at the margin. Neither of these deviations is desirable, but the potential harm is low, either way. After all, close to the margin, the net deadweight losses are low. In a wider context it may be better to base taxation on the theories suggested here and encourage firms that adopt newer methods, as they will undoubtedly use decision methods over all aspects of asset management that produce results closer to the optimum.
Appendix
The first-order condition (6) can be rewritten, based on the analytical production function, as
The after-tax asset beta is a value-weighted average of the (return) betas of the two elements of the cash flow in Eq. (4), .
Since X β depends on average profitability, the marginal unit invested, based on the optimal decision, will have a different X β . The following is an extension of proposition 2 in Lund (2014a) to this case with a risky tax deduction. We show that the value-maximizing decision can be made on the basis of a marginal beta. This can be found in the limit as 1 → ν , i.e., like a project with constant returns to scale and zero net value. The resulting Xm β is given by Eq. (8) in the main text. We show that when this is used for a risk-adjusted discount rate, it results in the value-maximizing decision.
The proposed risk-adjusted discount rate is (1 )(1 ( )) (1 ( )) ( ( ) ) ( ) ( )(1 ) = , 1 
which can be simplified into Eq. (6), q.e.d.
